INTRODUCTION
In a recent and somewhat controversial essay, Mark Lemley accuses apologists for the current intellectual property regime of irrationality in the face of contrary evidence.
1 Lemley points to a range of recent empirical legal studies suggesting that the intellectual property regime as currently constituted provides little or no benefit to society, or at least provides no discernible net incentive for innovative or creative behavior. and in the face of mounting evidence to the contrary, substantial numbers of stakeholders continue to cling to the incentive theory of patents and other intellectual property. 3 The second is that, despite the apparent failure of intellectual property as a utilitarian enterprise, some commentators have developed alternative, deontological theories to justify continued provision of intellectual property. 4 He brands these as unconscionably faith-based, because their irrational pre-requisites preclude meaningful dialog with rational, evidence-based policymaking. 5 Lemley's indictment of intellectual property as resting on a sort of secular faith would come as little surprise, and in fact as something as a given, to many sociologists. Certain schools of sociological thought have long held that much of social behavior-including the modern reliance on objectivity and rationality-is based in widely accepted myths that enable coherent social functioning. In particular, the so-called "new institutional" school of sociology 6 -which, like other "new" schools of academic inquiry, has in fact been around for a good forty years-takes explicit account of non-rational scripts or narratives in its analysis of observed organizational characteristics.
Although this was probably not the intent of Lemley's essay, here I shall take his observations as a useful starting point for outlining a new view of what is occurring in the provision of intellectual property. I suggest that what he calls "faith-based" behaviors offer a compelling clue to certain puzzles in the observed operation of intellectual property, and are themselves a compelling phenomenon for study. I will argue that pursuing such studies militates a turn in intellectual property scholar-3. Id. at 1335-36. 4. Id. at 1336-37. 5. Id. at 1346; cf. Brian L. Frye, IP as Metaphor, 18 CHAP. L. REV. 735 (2015) (arguing that metaphors attached to intellectual property rights obscure its utilitarian purposes).
6. Not to be confused with the "new institutional" school of economics, which Rob Merges and others, including myself, have argued may provide a useful alternate framework for understanding the economic functioning of intellectual property. See Robert ship toward the tools of new institutional sociology, which is probably long overdue. Along the way I will sketch a number of examples from the patent field that seem to me consonant with a new institutional analysis, and which I suspect would prove fruitful sites for further investigation. I conclude with some observations regarding what a new institutional analysis of patent law might look like going forward. While my comments are applicable to intellectual property generally, in this Article I will concentrate on the patent system as a particularly fertile area for such analysis.
I. THE PATENT PUZZLE
I should probably make clear at the outset that while I share Lemley's core insight-the notion that continued adherence to the virtue of intellectual property is essentially adherence to a kind of myth-I accept very little else in his essay. It seems to me, for example, quite possible to maintain a productive dialog in which the justifications for a particular legal regime differ and some of them are non-consequentialist. There are ongoing conversations in criminal law and tort law, for example, where some justifications such as deterrence are utilitarian-and founded on fairly dubious empirical evidence-and other justifications such as retributivism are entirely deontological. 7 It may be that the development of deontological intellectual property justifications is a resort to a kind of IP jingoism, adherence to the status quo at any cost, but it may also be part of a fairly normal jurisprudential discussion. I am rather less interested in the rise of such nonconsequentialist rationales in intellectual property than I am in the continued persistence of patent incentive theory in the face of contrary evidence-that is, in adherence to a utilitarian explanation of intellectual property despite apparent failure on its own terms. 9 To the extent that proponents of intellectual property, particularly proponents of expansive intellectual property, rest their advocacy on a utilitarian theory of incentive, there is at best very little evidence to support such a position, and at worst a slowly growing body of evidence suggesting the contrary.
10 Thus Lemley's fundamental point regarding unprovable belief in intellectual property seems to apply with much greater force to adamant believers in utilitarian patent incentives.
The underlying disconnection is not a new one. Patenting has in fact looked fairly irrational for quite a long time. Viable justifications for patenting continue to remain at odds with both praxis and theory. The patent system exists, and patenting continues in ever increasing volume. But curiously, the majority of patents appear to go unlicensed, unenforced, and largely forgotten.
11 This is all the more puzzling because patents, unlike many other forms of intellectual property, do not spring into existence spontaneously once their subject matter has taken form; patents accrue only after an extended application pro- cess before a federal agency.
12 Firms spend significant sums acquiring patents, the majority of which then go unused. Assuming that the firms are behaving rationally, the expenditure of the costs and fees to obtain a patent must somehow be worthwhile, but there is little evidence that it is rationally justified by licensing income or similar returns from the patents they obtain.
Several theories have been proposed to explain why patenting nonetheless occurs. Commentators have noted that patents may serve other purposes, sometimes acting as assurances of quality by virtue of their governmental examination and certification; sometimes acting as funding collateral or means of finance; sometimes acting as a strategic deterrent to the threatening patents of competitors. 13 Most notably, some commentators, including Lemley, have argued that patents may serve as indicators of managerial quality, indicating to the market a high degree of business acumen in the firm that possesses them.
14 In a frequently cited article, Clarissa Long has articulated an elaborate model for such patent signaling, complete with formal economic models. 15 This function is expected to depend in large measure on the accuracy of patents as signals for a firm's competencies, and on the comparative expense to less competent firms of using patents as such indicators.
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All these alternative rationales for patenting are for the most part based on some sort of utility maximization; reflecting the dominance of neo-classical "Chicago school" 17 economics in the American legal academy, they tend to follow rational actor models. All of them assume that individuals are behaving in some predictable, strategic way to further their material interests. Just as importantly where patents are concerned, such rationales also assume that large organizations such as corporations and universities are behaving in predictable, strategic ways to further the organization's interests. It is well understood that much, if not most, patented innovation and patent procurement occurs in the context of large research ensembles: sometimes universities, but more often industrial research groups, or as Peter Lee reminds us, industrially funded university research.
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Some inroads have of course been made into strict rational actor assumptions. Behavioral economics, exploring and documenting a variety of deviances from the rational actor paradigm, begins to acknowledge that individuals do not always behave in strict accordance with the predictions of rational actor theory: some "irrationalities" are common or pervasive deviations from welfare maximization.
19 Some of the empirical work on patenting follows this behavioral school.
20 Yet even such behavioral experimentation often carries the assumption that such quirks are aberrations from the norm, which need to be taken into account in order to fine-tune the rational actor model. 21 There seems to be little concern that such departures from rational utility maximization might themselves be the norm, to which formally predicted rationality is instead the aberration.
And yet there is little or no extant evidence for predicted outcomes of such economically rational action. For example, the empirical evidence for the signaling model is mixed, 22 and prob- 23 It may of course be that the existing evidence is faulty. Much of the empirical work to which Lemley points is by its own admission preliminary; much of it is published within the law review system and so lacks the benefit of peer review. At the same time, even if the evidence suggesting that intellectual property law does not provide its purported benefits is tenuous, there is little or no contrary evidence to demonstrate that intellectual property law does in fact provide a utilitarian benefit.
II. NEW INSTITUTIONALISM
If Lemley's ultimate conclusion regarding the incommensurability of deontological claims seem to me suspect (and perhaps a bit intemperate), his underlying premise, that patents are the opiate of the technocracy, 24 seems on the contrary illuminating, although perhaps not quite in the way it was likely intended. One might say that the irrationality in the system runs deep, in more than one sense of the term. On Lemley's view, not only are patents and other intellectual property inexplicable in the economically rational sense, but in the absence of evidence to support these models, continued adherence to their premises appears irrational in the colloquial sense. In particular, continued devotion to the incentive theory of intellectual property seems purely a matter of dogma, more an act of faith than an act of reason. 25 The fundamental premise of the patent system is a myth.
In some sense this observation should not be especially surprising. We live in a society in which such justifying myths : hard work pays off in the end, all men are created equal, free enterprise leads to prosperity, honesty is the best policy, and untold similar cultural tropes are generally and reflexively assumed in social action. Countless millions rely, consciously or unconsciously, on these attitudes in structuring their most routine conduct, although the veracity of the premises is at least suspect. Most such assumptions are probably wrong at some level, and many seem demonstrably false. Certainly very few such assumptions are likely to be empirically verified. Faith-based intellectual property has plenty of faith-based company.
Such pervasive, dogmatic irrationalities have not gone unnoticed by those who study social behavior, and in particular by those who study organizational behavior. 27 Much of the impetus of the new institutional literature is an attempt to escape the stylized rational actor models prevalent not only in neoclassical economic thinking, but appearing as a disciplinary spillover in other areas of social science. 28 In particular, new institutionalists have resisted ascribing economically rational action to social organizations such as business firms or state agencies, which have no intrinsic motivations or expectations, but rather display the emergent conglomerate action of their constituent members. 29 Regarded as complex social entities, such organiza- tions may be viewed as instead existing according to certain scripts or myths that mediate the interaction of their constituent membership with the larger ecology of social actors.
30
Note that the term "myth" is used here not so much in the colloquial sense of a fantasy or falsehood (although they may indeed be such) but rather to designate pervasive social understandings or ideologies that bind communities together 31 -recalling in some ways Mircea Eliade's definition, in a different context, of myth as a story that is true but not factual. 32 The myths contemplated by new institutionalism constitute accepted tropes or narratives that articulate socially accepted rationales for achieving desired ends. 33 These rationales are implemented as organizational structures; organizations then become sites for enacting and re-enacting the ceremonial paradigms and ideologies prevalent in their social environment.
34
Such ceremonial behavior is sufficiently ingrained in social behavior that it becomes nearly invisible, but the adoption of ceremonial trappings in conformity with social myths is fairly common, as are the sequelae that flow from such conformities. Everyday examples offer familiar illustrations of how social ceremonies work. A white coat and stethoscope are part of the ceremonial garb of the modern Westernized physician. 35 There is no particular reason that the coat need be white; it might just as well have been pink or green, but white is the convention that modern Western societies have settled on as the trope indicating medical expertise. Neither does the white coat and stethoscope convey any substantive information about the com- health-science/heart-doctors-are-listening-for -clues-to-the-future-of-their-stethoscopes/2016/01/02/bd73b000-a98d-11e5 -8058-480b572b4aae_story.html ("The stethoscope is also an icon, of course.").
petence of the wearer; the wearer may be highly accomplished or may instead be a quack. Indeed, an accountant or a plumber with no medical training might well command a good deal of deference simply by donning a white coat and walking around a hospital.
Social tropes and ceremonies very commonly change the structure of the organizations they permeate. Once the white coat comes into use, it may be incumbent on physicians to acquire one, whether or not the garment is actually germane to the duties they perform. Further, once white coats have been adopted, certain ancillary changes to hospitals and clinics will inevitably follow: vendors will vie to supply white coats, medical providers will need to make provision for their purchase and distribution, medical facilities will need to install hooks and hangers for their storage, and to provide laundry services for their cleaning. It may even make sense to regulate their use in order to prevent fraud or misperceptions, requiring white coats under some circumstances or forbidding them at others. The white coat becomes institutionalized in a particularly social sense of the word.
A. UNDERSTANDING INSTITUTIONS
The use of the term "institution" as I have just employed it requires some explanation, as in new institutionalism it constitutes a term of art. As its name implies, new institutionalism is concerned with the nature and action of institutions, but this entails meanings different than either those of colloquial usage or those of usage in other disciplines. As considered by new institutional sociology, institutions are emergent and generalized systems of factors that constrain individual action and produce regular patterns of behavior without being repeatedly mobilized to do so. 36 Thus the concept of "institution" is fairly broad and somewhat ambiguous, including a wide range of social arrangements. 37 One prominent commentator has defined the concept as comprising the "cognitive, normative, and regulative New institutionalism incorporates a strong "cognitive turn" in sociology, asserting that social institutions provide scripts and behavioral models that do not merely define proper behavior, but by which individuals construct social realities. 39 Institutions provide the frames that guide human action, defining the universe of conceivable behaviors in a given situation. 40 Institutional tropes both allow individuals to recognize a given situation and supply the proper scripts with which to react. 41 The terminology of the theater stage, such as "script," used to describe institutionalism is quite deliberate; as social actors enter into particular social roles they both adopt and reinforce the socially appropriate scripts that structure their behavior. 42 Thus, institutions may be best identified by what they do, rather than by particular forms or categories. Institutions define what preferences and goals are acceptable and socially sanctioned. 43 They prompt reciprocally typified instances of habitualized behavior; that is to say, they constitute shared meanings or understandings linked to particular customary behaviors. 44 Such behaviors are developed to address recurring problems, and are invoked almost automatically in response to particular situations. 45 These customary patterns of behavior are viewed by their adherents, when they think about them at all, as essential, indispensable, and commonplace; consequently they serve as important sources of social stability. Perhaps most importantly, the term "institution" in this parlance is not synonymous with the term "organization," but rather designates ambient norms and conventions that have become social fixtures, lending them legitimacy. 47 Such cultural constructs or scripts may be reflected in structural organizations. 48 A key tenet of new institutionalism is that localized individual and organizational actions are influenced by institutions that operate in a wider environment. 49 Thus the level of analysis for new institutionalism is that of the organizational field, which might also be termed the arena of action. 50 The field comprises a community of disparate organizations that engage in common activities subject to similar influences.
51
Fields are often contested, incorporating competing interests, and gain stability by organizing around well-defined patterns of behavior that exert homogenizing pressures on the constituent organizations.
52 Thus the social rules and practices that are pervasive throughout an organization's field set the framework for the organization's structure and outlook. forces that require competitive efficiency, implying that similar structures are a response to the dictates of efficiency. But new institutionalists largely reject the notion that organizational decisions and resultant behaviors constitute a rational response to achieve efficiency in the face of external stimuli.
56
Rather, new institutionalism holds that organizations make decisions, not necessarily to solve existing problems or to further functional needs, but out of the convergence of opportunity, strategic interests, and internal and external influences. Some new institutionalists have addressed this irregular mé-lange of discordant factors that has been dubbed the "garbage can" model of organizational decision-making. 57 These analyses observe uncertainty rather than rationality leading to decisions, and just as often observe it leading to non-decisions or failures to act.
58 New institutionalist approaches suggest that organizations deal with uncertainty by adopting accepted routines that are regarded as stable and legitimate. 59 Such readily available models, pervasive throughout a given field, may be supplied by a variety of exogenous sources, particularly by law, by culture, or by professional expertise.
Thus new institutionalism has been particularly concerned with the way that organizational structures are shaped by regulation, normative custom, and pervasive social scripts. 60 This set of influences has been designated by some as coercive, mimetic, and normative. 61 In the first category are formal or informal pressures from outside the organization: the state or other cultural institutions may impose requirements on organizations that make them resemble one another. 62 Second, organizations may come to resemble one another because leaders or managers consciously imitate models seen in other organizations-in particular, professionals within organizations, such as attorneys, accountants, or managers may draw on educational or professional knowledge to provide mimetic structures. 63 Organizations may also resemble one another due to norms or social obligations that have been internalized by their constituents.
64
Of particular interest here is the organizational adoption of policies, structures, and programs in order to align themselves with dominant social myths. In many cases this is not a calculated decision; it is simply accepted as the way things are properly done. 65 In a more deliberative mode, organizations may be seeking social conformity through ceremonial or symbolic practices that communicate legitimacy to their various constituencies. 66 Ambient social rituals and symbols may be mobilized strategically to legitimate particular ends. 67 Many organizational structures implement ceremonial functions intended to demonstrate the organization's acceptance and adoption of external values.
One implication of this approach is that formal structures may be not only functional, but also symbolic, signaling an organization's investment in shared social narratives and expectations. 68 Indeed, the adoption of structures or practices may not be dictated by the organization's goals or by its functions, but rather by the need for legitimacy and social order. The structures and policies adopted may not necessarily be more efficient in the functional sense of furthering the organization's operations, but they are determined responses to the social environment. 69 Satisfying institutionalized myths may take precedence over functionality. search and development programs may in fact produce research and development, but that is perhaps the least of their institutional functions. Such programs also signal the propriety, authenticity, sobriety, and competiveness of the firm. Serious, respectable, innovative firms have research and development programs; firms without a research and development program are unattractive prospects for investment or employment. The rationale or social trope for research and development programs may be that they will produce new and innovative products or methods, yielding a competitive advantage, and a firm that is not at least trying to generate such advantages may be less competitive. But regardless of what a given research and development program actually produces, the lack of a program may be viewed with suspicion by shareholders, investors, customers, and other constituencies within the firm's field. Similarly, some studies show corporations adopt formal procedures for employee due process both to mollify potentially disgruntled employees and to show good-faith compliance with regulatory requirements. 72 Employers who comply with such expectations are more likely to secure government contracts or grants, attract qualified workers, and deflect regulatory scrutiny. 73 Indeed, the survival and success of organizations may be dependent on the adoption of structures that signal social participation and conformity, rather than dependent on the organization's actual functions or performance. 74 By incorporating the rationalized narratives of its surrounding community, the organization reflects collective values, garners social approval, and deflects criticism or adverse scrutiny. This serves to promote the stability, survival, and success of an organization by aligning both internal and external constituencies with pervasive social scripts.
At the same time, this influential dynamic flows in both directions, meaning that the institutional tropes within an organizational field also influence law or regulation relevant to that field. Managerial practices and assumptions influence the way in which organizations understand law and compliance with the law. 75 These logics spread from organization to organization within the organizational field by mimesis, by professional networking, and by other educational exchanges. Eventually they become routinized background assumptions that are taken for granted. Courts frequently adopt or defer to custom in an industry. 76 Legislatures similarly incorporate the routine practices of organizational fields into the regulations governing that field. 77 Thus recent research has shown in a number of circumstances how these routinized understandings of law shape the content and meaning of judicial decisions and legislation. 78 C. LOOSE COUPLING As I have described, new institutionalism posits the ceremonial adoption of organizational functions, either as a matter of course, or to conform to expectations in the field. At the same time, it is well understood that there is likely to be a gap between social expectation and actual practice, between the myth and reality. 79 The signal sent by ceremonial adoption of a program or organizational structure may be pure façade, having little to do with the organization's actual working functions. Pervasive myths or tropes may be necessary to legitimacy and cohesion, but because they are not necessarily grounded in the actual function of an organization, they may be detrimental to smooth or efficient operation of the organization. Ceremonial compliance may divert resources from core functions, or in 75 Consequently, new institutionalism predicts that at times there may be a dissociation between actual practice and social convention, allowing both to simultaneously exist without conflict. Organizations may accomplish this by instituting only a "loose coupling" between the social narratives by which they ostensibly operate and the actual procedures and systems under which they in fact operate. 81 Such loose coupling between the real and the ideal allows both myth and reality to co-exist in the same organization, by paying lip service to the proper social script while essential organizational activity proceeds separately. 82 Compliance with the prevailing myth may exist in parallel with de facto disregard of the social trope, and even alongside outright noncompliance. 83 Indeed, where an organization has bifurcated social scripts from its actual operations, full implementation of the social scripts may precipitate a crisis within the organization, crippling its regular functions. For example, detailed ethnographic study of one public school highlighted the loose coupling between actual administrative practice in the school and the pervasive public rhetoric of teacher accountability and student assessment. 84 Although the school was by necessity required to adopt and repeat the public tropes related to education, these were in practice largely ignored and given largely superficial lip service, while teachers instead focused on actual student needs and learning.
85 Subsequent attempts to more tightly align school practice with the tropes of accountability and assessment disrupted the normal teaching and learning mechanisms of the school, creating chaos and dysfunction and leading to a 80 breakdown of not only the routine functions of the school, but of the outcomes that were ostensibly expected to proceed from accountability and assessment.
III. RATIONALITY REDUX
The new institutional emphasis is on socially compliant behavior, and while this is taken as a separate question from that of economic rationality, the sociological analysis is not necessarily entirely divorced from the concept of rationality-at least, not from rationality of a certain type. Some commentators have begun exploring this territory between new institutionalism and rational action, relying on concepts of bounded rationality that assume actors behave rationally under constraints of limited information and immediacy. 87 Social scripts and myths might be said to set the bounds within which an actor behaves. And, as I have mentioned previously, at the organizational level, adopting the social scripts prevalent in the field might be viewed as rational, even strategic, in the sense that an organization which signals social compliance is more likely to attract resources and attain a stable position that allows it to survive.
88
But the rationality of social institutionalism is not the rationality of neo-classical economics. New institutional rationality is not merely bounded, but so bounded as to lie nearly out of the bounds contemplated by economic analysis. Rational economic action has been defined as choosing the best means to achieve the chooser's ends. 89 But new institutionalism recognizes that the chooser's preferences and the acceptable means do not exist independently; they are the result of the same social environment that defines both what is desirable and which means are "best."
90 Institutional influences define both what is desirable and how desires are satisfied. For example, within an organization, the individual's position and responsibilities will tend to define his or her preferences. 91 ences, which undergird her rational choices, are not only bounded but defined by social influences and relationships to other actors.
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Stated differently, new institutionalism views both rationality and efficiency as socially constructed concepts. 93 Thus the cognitive basis for new institutionalism posits individuals acting rationally, not necessarily in the sense of advancing their material well-being, but in the sense of defining and expressing their identities in socially appropriate ways. 94 Organizational responses and structures that become institutionalized within an organizational field come be to be seen as rational. The new institutional inquiry is not whether a given activity optimizes either personal or social welfare; the question is instead whether there is an acceptable legitimizing explanation for the activity. The explanation offered for a given behavior may well be the purported optimization of personal or social welfare, but it is the acceptability of the story, rather than its objective effect, that is important. Thus the actors of the new institutionalism are less rational utility maximizers than they are maximal utility rationalizers. This is not to say that efficiency and market forces play no role in the structure or behavior of organizations, only to say that these are at best one component in a complex matrix of influences on such institutions. Meyer and Rowan suggest that the relative influence of market efficiency and social narratives may be determined by the type of production and the outputs in different sectors; 95 Tolbert and Zucker suggest that both market influences and social influences are likely to be present in different measures in different situations at different times. 96 Moreover, adherence to the prevailing script may be to some extent a self-fulfilling prophecy: investors are more likely to invest in a firm that is behaving properly innovatively, thus providing it with the resources that could in fact foster innovation. Innovative employees may gravitate to firms that follow the innovation script, imbuing the firm with the talent needed for engaging in actual innovation. Customers seeking innova- tive solutions may buy from firms perceived as innovative, spurring the firm to supply innovative products.
But as the literature on loose coupling suggests, social imperatives and efficiency may conflict with one another, dictating opposing organizational structures and incompatible resource allocation. An organization that is wholly indifferent to the efficiency of its functions is likely not long for this world, but it seems nonetheless clear that a highly efficient organization that lacks the trust and approval of its associated constituencies is also not long for this world. At the same time, highly inefficient organizations that have gained social respect and validation may endure a very long time indeed. Indeed, the framework of institutional legitimacy offers a plausible theory as to the survival of any number of inefficient political, social, and business organizations that would otherwise be expected to have failed and disappeared long ago.
97

IV. NEW INSTITUTIONAL PATENTING
As Professor Lemley observes, patents seem not to fit well into economic incentive models. 98 But they may prove a better fit to the parameters of new institutionalism that I have described above. New institutional approaches offer two characteristic features that may be of particular use in considering the social role of patents. First, new institutional analysis focuses on the distinctive qualities of organizations, and that seems clearly the correct level of scrutiny for patenting behavior. Patent scholarship has tended to focus on behavior at the individual, rather than the corporate level, 99 but patents are overwhelmingly obtained, held, and enforced by organizations, typically corporations or universities. 100 New institutionalism moves the conversation further in the direction begun by Stephanie Bair, who has argued that the corporate-social milieu must be taken into account in assessing the efficacy of the incentive rationale for intellectual property, 101 or by Julie Cohen, who has shown how intellectual property is a form of property best viewed as an incentive to the corporate entity, not the individual. 102 Of course the prevalent discourse on intellectual property is not couched in terms of corporate property, but is perfused instead by the myth of the solitary genius who is motivated and rewarded for his efforts. 103 And that brings us to the second useful feature of new institutionalism, which is its orientation toward assessing the effects of those myths that are prevalent in the field. Jessica Silbey has already gestured in this direction in pioneering work on the power of narrative in justifying intellectual property allocations. 104 A new institutional approach pushes such observations a step further, suggesting the primacy of narrative for organizational behaviors and structures involving intellectual property in general, and patents in particular. 105 Taking such myths seriously suggests that patent law shapes preferences and structures social action, 106 but not necessarily in the manner contemplated under the myth of incen-tive to innovate. Rather, patent law carries a narrative as to what is socially acceptable or desirable; patent acquisition is then either routinely accepted as what organizations ought to do, or may even be instrumentally deployed to signal conformity with that narrative. 107 In either case, acquisition of patents appears strongly ceremonial, demonstrating organizational adherence to prevalent narratives of innovation, competition, and success. Patents may demonstrate to venture capitalists, shareholders, creditors, and other constituencies that the firm is behaving as it ought. Patent acquisition may satisfy these constituencies that the firm is technologically progressive and innovative, worthy of the trust that investment or employment entails.
On this theory, acquisition of patents sends a type of signal to competitors, employees, and investors, and so may seem reminiscent of the Long signaling model of patents as an indicator of a firm's qualities. 108 But new institutionalism cautions that adherence to cultural myths is not necessarily a signal regarding a firm's actual or functional qualities, and certainly not a signal of economic efficiency. 109 Rather, the signal in question here is a social or ceremonial signal, not an economic one. The signal is one of compliance and reputability, an indication of participation in the expected social order. Patents serve as a token of such compliance because they are integral to the pervasive narrative of innovation, of competence, of competitiveness. The firm may or may not in fact be innovative, competent, or competitive, but that is largely beside the point: holding patents demonstrates its adoption of the proper role in the proper social script.
This may go a considerable way toward explaining certain puzzles involving patents, such as the puzzle of start-up financing. As I have mentioned above, it seems clear as a factual matter that before investing in a start-up technology firm, venture capitalists like the firm to hold patents. 110 capitalists prefer to see patents is more of a mystery. 111 Economists looking at the question have searched for some efficiency rationale, such as signals of management competency; the results of such investigations are equivocal. 112 The most straightforward explanation may simply be the new institutional suggestion that venture capitalists look for patents as a marker of innovation because patents are what innovative firms are supposed to have. This is of course somewhat tautological; but to the extent that patents embody a social trope of innovation that is pervasive throughout the field, the tautology would come as no surprise to new institutionalists.
A rather different type of patent signaling has been suggested by some commentators drawing from the larger scholarly literature on expressive law. 113 This literature suggests that one function of legal imperatives, particularly in areas such as constitutional and criminal law, is to communicate certain values, whether or not the law is successful in directly altering behavior. Some patent scholars have suggested that certain patent doctrines may accomplish similar goals; for example, otherwise ineffective limitations on patentable subject matter might serve to legitimate patent law by communicating to a skeptical public certain limitations and aspirations on the ambit of the patent system. 114 This is a rather different type of expression than that contemplated by new institutionalism, although the state is certainly an organization permeated by social institutions. Examination of the patent field might well reveal parallels in adoption of patent tropes by the United States Patent and Trademark Office or other agencies such as the United States Trade Representative.
Related to its consideration of social scripts, and its emphasis on organizational replication, is new institutionalism's rejection of the rational actor models that have dominated eco- nomics and related social sciences. 115 This strikes me as an additionally appealing feature of the new institutional approach, recognizing that even if individuals behave as economically rational actors-a dubious proposition-there is no reason to believe that the emergent behavior of organizations, constituting groups of such individuals, will necessarily be in any sense economically rational. This in turn suggests that there is no reason to believe that the observed behavior of corporations, universities, or other organizations in procuring, holding, or enforcing patents will be either coherent or rational. Since there is little evidence that patenting behavior is rational in the sense predicted by rational actor models, it may be time for models that are not dependent on such assumptions. Ceremonial patenting is an excellent candidate for such an explanation that is coherent with other observed activity of large organizations.
At the same time, note that none of this necessarily precludes patents from acting, at least sometimes, as an incentive to innovation, nor for that matter of acting sometimes as a signal as to managerial quality and the like. 116 A white coat and a stethoscope are integral to the cultural persona of the physician, but no doubt the coat does protect the wearer's street clothes from stains, and nothing stops the physician from using an otherwise ceremonial stethoscope for diagnostic purposes when appropriate. No doubt once one has a stack of ceremonial patents, they can be sometimes put to use as collateral, or deployed as a litigation deterrent, or engaged in the myriad other ways that commentators have suggested patents may be used. encouraged to retain ownership of patents arising from federal research funding. 119 Major research institutions have established technology transfer offices to manage the acquisition and licensing of such patents. 120 This seems a sensible reaction to the accumulation of patents in universities, but presents a fiscal puzzle. Empirical evidence suggests that university technology transfer seldom results in appreciable income for the university, and technology transfer offices in many cases will consume more resources than they generate. 121 Logically, in terms of money spent and money earned, one might expect universities to forgo patent acquisition. And yet such programs are common. 122 This may be due to loose coupling between the functional and mythical structures of universities. Patents and associated technology transfer structures may be playing a separate, ceremonial, non-pecuniary role for research universities. Public universities are under perennial pressure to justify their consumption of taxpayer subsidies. Private universities are not free from such pressures, having to justify their activities to alumni and to philanthropic donors, a fundraising imperative that public universities increasingly share. The existence of a technology transfer office allows universities to demonstrate that the university is "giving back" to the community, stimulating local business and economic growth by moving the fruits of research into the commercial sector. Tech transfer programs al-so allow the university to demonstrate that they are in some sense earning their keep, pursuing licensing business opportunities as a funding source, and not simply sponging off the largess of the taxpayers or of private donors. Thus university patenting and patent licensing may serve a largely ceremonial function, even if such programs seem irrational from the perspective of actual revenue generation.
The concept of loose coupling seems apparent in numerous other patent settings. The great patent scandal of the early twenty-first century has been the rise of firms known variously as "non-practicing entities" (NPEs), "patent assertion entities" (PAEs), or pejoratively as "patent trolls." 123 These firms acquire a large portfolio of unused dormant patents, and then actively license and enforce them for revenue, as their primary business activity. 124 This practice has created not only an extensive critical scholarly literature, but an enormous outcry among other affected businesses in the information and communication sector. 125 This has prompted reaction from both the judiciary and from Congress. Patent trolling appears to be directly responsible for a number of judicial changes in patent doctrine and procedure, and is also substantially responsible for the extensive legislative overhaul of the patent statute that took effect in 2013. 126 The most striking feature of this patent phenomenon is that these PAEs have deployed patents in precisely the way that patents were supposedly intended to be used, and in the way that, as previously mentioned, has been puzzlingly absent from the vast majority of patents issued: patents held by "trolls" are actually licensed and enforced. Indeed, the acquisition and assertion of patent portfolios by trolls takes seriously the pervasive trope in patent parlance that these are property rights, like any other property rights, and comparable to the paradigm of property rights in land. 127 The business model adopted by PAEs looks in many respects very much like the acquisition and management of tangible property such as real estate portfolios. But actually treating patents as property has created an uproar. The patent system appeared to work fairly well when patents were largely ceremonial, that is when the myth of exclusive rights was only loosely coupled to the actual deployment of patents. But when practice began to align with the pervasive social narrative of property, the system was thrown into crisis.
Similar evidence of loose coupling may also be extant in the biotechnology field. Patent scholars have long noted the potential for a breakdown of research in the biotechnology area due to a crowded field of overlapping patents. 128 Biotechnology researchers face a thicket of patents that may constrain their freedom to operate, resulting in a potential "anti-commons" in which research and development could grind to a standstill due to the necessity of clearing multiple licenses. Puzzlingly, despite the presence of densely overlapping patents, biotechnology research has gone forward-much of the anticipated thicket has now been cleared by recent Supreme Court jurisprudence 129 -but there was little evidence of deterred research be-patent actors such as the United States Patent Office, the Congressional committees covering patents, and the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, are a constant concern. But the question here is less the conscious legalization of preferential treatment-although that certainly may play a role in organizational practice-than the incorporation of routine, habitual, unremarkable background assumptions of the field into formal law.
It is likely, then, that expectations within the fieldexpectations of patent attorneys, patent owners, patent licensors and licenses-have over time become formally incorporated into the legal regime. There are undoubtedly myriad examples of such "bottom up" or "endogenous" institutional additions to patent law, but I will offer here only one illustrative historical example. Modern patent documents end with a series of numbered sentences called "claims" that are intended to delineate the technological boundaries of the inventor's patent rights. 135 But patents did not always include claims. Early nineteenth-century patents consisted only of what we would now term the disclosure portion of the document. 136 Then, in response to court decisions invalidating patents that seemed to encompass old technology, patent drafters began to break out as a separate sentence an explicit statement identifying the novel portion of the invention. 137 This was not a substitute for the description, nor was it formally required; it was merely a textual device intended to highlight and distinctly state what was novel.
Including such separate statements in patent applications became common practice among patent professionals, then became an expected feature of the patent, and then in the midnineteenth century became formally required by statute as part of the patent document. 138 Today patent claims are not merely expected, they are required as a matter of statute. 139 And in the interim, they have become central to patent practice. An exten- I have suggested here several likely areas for application of new institutional analysis, and I have primarily engaged the literature on social scripts or tropes, focusing primarily on the cognitive strand of research. I have not discussed here the rest of the "three pillars" of new institutionalism, 146 such as coercive or normative influences, but they likely offer similarly attractive sites of patent research, and I would anticipate lines of productive scholarship investigating instances where these influences intersect. 147 In some instances the influence of one or another of these sources may be more pointed or pervasive. Certainly the coercive or regulatory pressures generated by the patent system should play an important role in organizational structures, perhaps where organizations anticipate litigation.
For example, I have noted above that virtually all U.S. research universities have technology transfer offices and suggested they have ceremonial explanation for their continued existence. 148 But that explanation surely does not operate in isolation. To some extent the proliferation of such offices may be simply mimetic, due to imitation of other research universities that have instituted technology transfer offices. And to a substantial degree, implementation of such offices is regulatory or coercive, due to the opportunities and requirements for ownership of patented technologies arising from federally funded research, imposed under the Bayh-Dole Act and the Stevenson Technology Transfer Act. 149 Overall what I have proposed of course is an extended hypothesis that requires empirical verification. This may also chart a path unfamiliar to patent scholarship; verification or refutation of my suggestions lies in the kind of "thick" descriptive ethnography that has been largely lacking in patent studies. 150 While empirical studies of the patent system are all the rage, most of what has been done to date tends to simply quantify activity, without tying the numbers generated to any
